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Abstract
Solid state disks (SSDs) have advanced to outperform
traditional hard drives significantly in both random reads
and writes. However, heavy random writes trigger fre-
quent garbage collection and decrease the performance
of SSDs. In an SSD array, garbage collection of individ-
ual SSDs is not synchronized, leading to underutilization
of some of the SSDs.
We propose a software solution to tackle the unsyn-
chronized garbage collection in an SSD array installed
in a host bus adaptor (HBA), where individual SSDs are
exposed to an operating system. We maintain a long I/O
queue for each SSD and flush dirty pages intelligently to
fill the long I/O queues so that we hide the performance
imbalance among SSDs even when there are few parallel
application writes. We further define a policy of select-
ing dirty pages to flush and a policy of taking out stale
flush requests to reduce the amount of data written to
SSDs. We evaluate our solution in a real system. Experi-
ments show that our solution fully utilizes all SSDs in an
array under random write-heavy workloads. It improves
I/O throughput by up to 62% under random workloads
of mixed reads and writes when SSDs are under active
garbage collection. It causes little extra data writeback
and increases the cache hit rate.
1 Introduction
Solid state disks (SSDs) achieve great success due to sig-
nificant performance improvement over traditional hard
drives in random I/O. However, due to hardware limita-
tion, SSDs require an expensive erase operation before
writing data to used blocks. The granularity of the erase
operation is usually multiple pages. To counter the cost
of erase, most SSDs use a log structure to organize data
and have the Flash Translation Layer (FTL) to map data
to physical locations on an SSD. Thus, SSDs require
garbage collection to clean space after substantial data
write. Heavy random writes trigger frequent garbage col-
lection and slow down SSDs.
Much effort has been made to reduce overhead of
garbage collection in SSDs [3, 8, 6, 1, 5] and SSD ven-
dors also add much intelligence to their firmware. They
all achieve a certain degree of success, but the over-
head of garbage collection can never be eliminated com-
pletely.
In an SSD array, unsynchronized garbage collection in
individual SSDs leads to performance degradation. Due
to the unsynchronized garbage collection, SSDs of the
same model have different throughput at any particular
moment. Both hardware RAID controllers and the soft-
ware RAID in the Linux kernel only allow a limited num-
ber of pending I/O requests. As a result, even though the
I/O queue in the RAID controller or the software RAID
is filled with requests, some SSDs may still starve for re-
quests. Such performance imbalance among SSDs leads
to underutilization of some of the SSDs.
A possible solution is to synchronize garbage collec-
tion among SSDs. Such a solution requires extra hard-
ware added to SSDs and RAID controllers, as suggested
by Kim et al. [4]. Therefore, it requires coordination of
SSD vendors and RAID controller vendors. It can hardly
become reality and benefit end users in a short future.
We propose a software solution to tackle the unsyn-
chronized garbage collection in an SSD array and im-
plement our solution in the set-associative filesystem
(SAFS) [12], designed to provide maximal performance
of an SSD array. It is a general solution and does not
rely on any specific SSD characteristics. Instead of using
RAID controllers, we attach SSDs to host bus adapters
(HBA) and expose individual SSDs to an operating sys-
tem. We maintain a short high-priority I/O queue for ap-
plication requests and a long low-priority I/O queue for
flush requests in the main memory for each SSD. The
short high-priority I/O queues keep the latency of ap-
plication I/O requests low, while the long low-priority
I/O queues hide the performance imbalance among SSDs
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caused by garbage collection. We utilize the page cache
in SAFS to absorb application writes and design a flush-
ing scheme to write back dirty pages intelligently. We
further define a policy of selecting dirty pages to flush
and a policy of taking out stale flush requests to reduce
the amount of data written to SSDs.
Experiments show promising results. The design fully
utilizes all SSDs in an array and improves the perfor-
mance of SAFS under random write-heavy workloads.
It increases the I/O throughput of SAFS by up to 64%
under mixed read/write workloads. The design increases
the cache hit rate and flushes insignificant amount of ex-
tra data to SSDs.
2 Related Work
There is enormous amount of work on reducing over-
head of garbage collection on a single SSD. For instance,
SFS [8] is a file system specifically designed for SSDs to
reduce overhead of garbage collection. It groups data
blocks with similar update likelihood into the same seg-
ments to reduce the amount of data copied in garbage
collection. BPLRU [3] is a buffer management scheme
for the firmware inside SSDs. It uses a block-level LRU
to manage the write buffer, and a page padding technique
when flushing victim blocks. In-page logging (IPL) [6]
is a buffer management scheme designed for DBMS. It
reserves some space in each erase block of an SSD to
log small writes to the block and reconstructs data for
reads. Our solution works on multiple SSDs and treats
each SSD as a black box, so it can be well integrated
with these techniques.
Kim et al. [4] suggested to build an SSD-aware RAID
controller and SSD devices capable of global garbage
collection to synchronize garbage collection in an SSD
array. Their solution requires the advance of both SSD
devices and RAID controllers and they evaluation their
solution with simulation. In contrast, we provide a soft-
ware solution for commodity hardware and have an im-
plementation in a real system for evaluation. It benefits
users immediately.
3 Design
Our solution extends our previous work on SAFS [12], a
user-space filesystem designed to achieve maximal per-
formance from an SSD array in a NUMA machine, to
tackle unsynchronized garbage collection in an SSD ar-
ray. The root of inefficiency in an SSD RAID under
garbage collection is the limited size of the I/O queue
of the RAID. The SSDs under active garbage collec-
tion cannot keep up with other SSDs in the RAID and
the overall performance of the SSD RAID is limited
by the slowest SSD. Therefore, our solution increases
I/O queues in SAFS and deploys a dirty page flusher to
achieve maximal performance from an SSD array with a
small number of parallel I/Os. Currently, we implement
our solution in the user space.
3.1 Architecture
The architecture of SAFS in Figure 1 has five compo-
nents: the file abstraction interface, the page cache, the
data mapping layer, I/O queues and I/O threads. SAFS
exposes a file abstraction interface to applications to
receive I/O requests and notify the applications of the
completion of requests. Currently, it supports an asyn-
chronous I/O interface. SAFS is equipped with a light-
weight, scalable page cache called SA-cache [11], where
pages are grouped into many small page sets. As shown
by Zheng et al. [11], Linux page cache has very high
locking overhead in a large parallel machine when the
page turnover rate is high, due to the global locks on the
page cache. By grouping pages into many small page
sets, SA-cache eliminates the locking overhead. Beneath
the page cache is the data mapping layer, which splits and
dispatches I/O requests to SSDs. SSDs are connected to
the machine via host bus adapters (HBA), thus individ-
ual SSDs are exposed to the operating system. Each SSD
has a native filesystem to manage the data stored on the
SSD. It also has a dedicated I/O thread and originally
has only one dedicated I/O queue to buffer I/O requests.
Concurrent access to SSDs causes significant lock con-
tention in the block subsystem of an operating system.
The dedicated I/O threads reduce the lock contention in
the operating system when issuing I/O requests to SSDs.
To tackle unsynchronized garbage collection in an
SSD array, we modify the I/O queues associated with
SSDs and add a dirty page flusher to the page cache of
SAFS, shown as the shaded components in Figure 1. We
split the original I/O queue of an SSD into two queues: a
short high-priority queue and a long low-priority queue.
The dirty page flusher pre-cleans dirty pages in the page
cache and issues parallel write requests to SSDs.
3.2 I/O queues and prioritized I/O requests
SAFS [12] maintains an I/O queue for each SSD in
the main memory, and these I/O queues can be made
substantially large to hide performance disparity among
SSDs. When some SSDs stall due to active garbage col-
lection, application requests can still be dispatched to any
I/O queue. Therefore, applications are not blocked by the
garbage collection in some SSDs.
However, simply increasing the length of I/O queues
cannot completely solve the problem. Only applications
capable of issuing many parallel I/O requests can bene-
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Figure 1: The architecture of SAFS. The shaded com-
ponents of SAFS are modified to tackle unsynchronized
garbage collection.
fit from the large I/O queues. Therefore, we flush dirty
pages in the page cache to fill the long I/O queues. In a
mixed read/write workload, the I/O queues are filled with
application read requests and flush requests. It leads to
long latency in application reads.
The solution is to split each I/O queue into two queues
to provide different service quality for different types of
I/O requests. One contains high-priority interactive I/O
requests (application reads) and the other contains low-
priority background I/O requests (flush requests). Only
when there are no high-priority requests, the I/O threads
issue the low-priority requests to SSDs. Hence, appli-
cation reads get much shorter service time. It is essen-
tial to reduce the service time for application reads in
the case of read-update-write. Any unaligned write re-
quires read-update-write. Reducing the service time of
reads allows applications to perform read-update-writes
at a higher rate.
To further reduce the service time of application re-
quests, we always reserve some I/O slots on each SSD for
application requests even if there are no application re-
quests at a moment. Such a decision is made based on the
fact that SSDs can run at decent performance even if they
do not receive the maximal number of parallel I/O re-
quests required by the SSDs. When application requests
are added to the high-priority queue, they are issued to
SSDs immediately. An SSD typically requires 32 paral-
lel I/O requests to achieve maximal performance and we
empirically reserve seven I/O slots for high-priority I/O
requests.
3.3 A dirty page flusher
The task of the dirty page flusher is to issue many flush
requests to fill the I/O queues while keeping the amount
of data written back to SSDs small. Filling the I/O
queues with flush requests potentially leads to writing
much more data to SSDs than necessary. It is essentially
important to reduce data writeback because it helps in-
crease the application-perceived I/O throughput and re-
duce SSD wear-out.
The set-associative cache in SAFS composes of many
small page sets and the dirty page flusher is triggered
to write back dirty pages in page sets where the number
of dirty pages exceeds a threshold. We empirically set
the size of a page set to 12 [12] and set the threshold to
6. The flusher writes back only a small number of (one
or two) dirty pages from a page set each time. A page
set that contains more dirty pages for writing back will
be placed in a FIFO queue. Once some flush requests
complete, the flusher checks the page sets in the queue in
a round-robin manner and issue more flush requests until
no pages can be flushed in the page sets. The algorithm
gives each page set a chance to flush dirty pages but is
biased in favor of the page sets that get more writes.
The dirty page flusher together with the page cache
reduces the average latency of application writes, thus
dramatically reducing the number of parallel application
writes required to achieve good performance. When ap-
plication writes hit page cache, they return immediately
if the required pages exist in the cache. In the case of
cache misses, writes can also return immediately if the
evicted pages are clean. Application writes may trig-
ger page writes to SSDs if the victim page is dirty, and
they have to wait until the page writes to SSDs complete.
With the help of the dirty page flusher, the page cache
maintains a certain number of clean pages. Therefore,
majority of writes are absorbed by the page cache and re-
turn immediately. To further reduce the latency of appli-
cation writes, we tweak page eviction policies in SAFS
to favor evicting clean pages, similar to clean-first LRU
[9].
Clean-first page eviction policies may reduce the
cache hit rate, as they ignore dirty pages when clean
pages exist, and the dirty page flusher alleviates the prob-
lem. The dirty page flusher writes back dirty pages that
are most likely to be evicted based on the page eviction
policy. Once the data of a dirty page is written back to an
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SSD, the page is likely to be evicted. As a result, we es-
sentially run the page eviction policy on clean pages and
dirty pages separately. More sophisticated cache man-
agement policies such as [7, 2] may be used to better
balance read and write performance.
The flush requests in a long low-priority I/O queue are
subject to long latency and may be discarded. Given the
length of a low-priority queue, a flush request may take a
long time to reach the head of the queue. When it does,
it may have become stale because the page in the request
may have been written back to SSDs or is no longer ur-
gent to be flushed based on the page eviction policy. It
is computationally expensive to sort all flush requests in
the I/O queue to find the most urgent ones to flush. In-
stead, we simply discard all stale flush requests, which
gives more urgent flush requests a better chance to be
written to SSDs. Once discarding stale flush requests, an
I/O thread will notify the page cache and ask for more
flush requests. The scheme of discarding stale flush re-
quests ensures that most flush requests written to SSDs
are needed to be flushed regardless of the length of the
I/O queues.
The minimal number of parallel flush requests re-
quired to hide the speed disparity in an SSD array de-
pends on the hardware configuration of the SSD array.
Instead of measuring and setting the minimal number for
each SSD array configuration, we only require users to
loosely set a maximal number of pending flush requests
for an SSD array to avoid having too many flush requests
in the queue. We empirically set the maximal number of
pending flush requests to 2048× the number of SSDs.
3.3.1 Policy of selecting dirty pages for flushing
The dirty page flusher executes a policy of selecting dirty
pages inside each page set. The policy iterates all pages
in a page set and assigns a flush score to each page.
Thanks to the small size of a page set, there is only small
overhead in iterating all pages and computing scores.
The current implementation computes scores based on a
page eviction policy, given the fact that a dirty page that
is more likely to be evicted is more urgent to be flushed
to SSDs. The pages that are more likely to be evicted get
higher flush scores.
We compute the flush score for GClock [10], one of
the page eviction policies supported by SAFS, as follows.
We first compute a distance score for each page based on
the number of hits and the distance to the clock head.
distance score= hits× set size+distance
We sort the pages based on the distance scores and use
the rank of a page in the sorted array as a flush score. The
pages with lower distance scores get higher flush scores.
3.3.2 Policy of discarding flush requests
An I/O thread discards flush requests with the follow-
ing policies: (i) the page in the flush request has been
evicted; (ii) the page in the flush request has been
cleaned; (iii) the page in the flush request has a flush
score lower than a threshold. Discarding flush requests
with low flush scores avoids the pages that are likely to
be accessed in the future from being evicted by the clean-
first page eviction policy.
3.4 Discussion
The flushing scheme maximizes the write throughput but
potentially reorders write requests. Therefore, it benefits
the applications that allow write reordering. For applica-
tions that have more restrict write ordering, we need to
introduce a write barrier to SAFS to ensure all writes be-
fore the barrier have been written to SSDs. Issuing write
barriers frequently diminishes the benefit of the flushing
scheme. The applications that require very strict write
ordering can hardly benefit from the flushing scheme.
4 Evaluation
We evaluate our design on a non-uniform memory archi-
tecture machine with four Intel Xeon E5-4620 proces-
sors, clocked at 2.2GHz, and 512GB memory of DDR3-
1333. Each processor has eight cores and have hy-
perthreads enabled. The machine has three LSI HBA
controllers connected to a SuperMicro storage chassis,
where 18 OCZ Vertex 4 SSDs are installed. Each SSD
has 128GB. The machine runs Ubuntu Server 12.04 and
Linux kernel v3.2.30.
Due to the complex internal structure and firmware, an
SSD may show different performance in different runs
even under the same workload. To stablize the I/O per-
formance of an SSD, we write a large amount of data
sequentially to the SSD and keep it idle for 10 minutes
before each experiment. All I/O throughput is measured
when garbage collection on SSDs becomes active.
4.1 Impact of garbage collection
We first explore the impact of garbage collection on an
SSD and an SSD array. We conduct experiments with
random workloads to explore the following questions:
• Question 1: how does disk occupancy of an SSD
affect garbage collection?
• Question 2: how does the number of SSDs in an ar-
ray affect the throughput of the array when garbage
collection becomes active?
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Occupancy maximal 40% 60% 80%
IOPS 60928 42240 38656 32512
Table 1: The I/O throughput of 4KB random write to an
SSD with different disk occupancy under active garbage
collection. The maximal throughput is measured when
there is no garbage collection.
• Question 3: what is the minimal number of parallel
writes required to achieve the maximal throughput
of an SSD array under active garbage collection?
For question 1, we conduct experiments that write
60GB with 4KB uniformly random writes to an SSD and
show the result in Table 1. We measure I/O throughput
when the SSD is 40%, 60%, 80% full. Table 1 shows that
when garbage collection becomes active, the SSD filled
with more data has lower I/O throughput. It means that
garbage collection becomes more active when an SSD is
filled with more data. Garbage collection affects write
throughput in all tests.
For question 2, we conduct experiments that dump
data to 6, 12, 18 SSDs, attached to 1, 2, 3 HBAs, re-
spectively, and the result is shown in Table 2. Each ex-
periment writes 40GB to each SSD with 4KB random
writes. All SSDs are 60% full, and each SSD allows to
have 128 pending I/O requests. Table 2 shows that the
I/O throughput of each individual SSD decreases as the
number of SSDs in the array increases. The result is ex-
pected. When more SSDs are installed in the array, more
SSDs can interfere the performance of the array. We ex-
pect the performance of the array will further decrease
when more SSDs are installed.
For question 3, we conduct experiments that write
data to 18 SSDs under uniformly random and the Zip-
fian write-only workloads and vary the number of par-
allel writes. Figure 2 shows that the I/O throughput in-
creases by up to 28% when the number of parallel writes
increases. With a sufficiently large number of parallel
writes, we can eventually reach the same performance
as each SSD being accessed independently. I/O access
patterns can affect the number of parallel writes required
to achieve good throughput. Zipfian random workloads
require 2304 parallel writes in the SSD array to reach
approximately 95% of maximal throughput. In contrast,
uniformly random workloads need 9216 parallel writes
or even more. Nevertheless, we need to use thousands of
or tens of thousands of parallel writes to hide the speed
disparity of individual SSDs caused by garbage collec-
tion. Based on this experiment and the previous one,
we expect that the number of parallel writes required to
achieve good performance increases super-linearly with
the number of SSDs in an array.
The number of SSDs 1 6 12 18
IOPS per SSD 38656 37888 33280 31744
Table 2: The average I/O throughput of 4KB random
write per SSD in arrays of different sizes when each SSD
is under active garbage collection. The number of paral-
lel writes per SSD is 128.
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Figure 2: The I/O throughput of 4KB random write to
an array of 18 SSDs with different numbers of paral-
lel writes under uniformly random and Zipfian random
workloads.
4.2 Effectiveness of the dirty page flusher
We measure the effectiveness of the dirty page flusher
by benchmarking SAFS under uniformly random write
workloads and Zipfian random write workloads with and
without the dirty page flusher enabled. We measure the
I/O throughput improved by the dirty page flusher, as
well as the amount of extra data writeback caused by
the flusher and the cache hit rate. We evaluate both syn-
chronous and asynchronous I/O. Asynchronous I/O uses
I/O depth of 32 per SSD. All SSDs are 80% full.
We measure the I/O throughput of asynchronous
writes and synchronous writes under write-only random
workloads. Figure 3 shows the I/O throughput of aligned
random writes. When the dirty page flusher is enabled,
Read percentage 80% 60% 40% 20% 0%
Extra writeback 2.4% 1.6% 2.2% 2.7% 3.2%
Cache hit increase 0.7% 0.6% 1% 1.4% 4%
Table 3: The amount of extra dirty data writeback and
the improvement of cache hit rate by the dirty page
flusher under Zipfian random workloads with different
read/write ratios, compared with cached I/O without the
dirty page flusher. Each read/write is 4KB.
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Figure 3: The I/O throughput of SAFS synchronous and
asynchronous 4KB random write with and without the
dirty page flusher under the uniformly random and Zip-
fian random workloads. We also include the throughput
that all SSDs are written independently.
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Figure 4: The I/O throughput of SAFS asynchronous
write under uniformly random and Zipfian random work-
loads of unaligned writes. Each write is 128 bytes. We
compare the throughput with and without the dirty page
flusher.
both synchronous and asynchronous writes can achieve
maximal performance (when data is written to SSDs in-
dependently), and improve the I/O throughput by up to
24% than that without the dirty page flusher. Figure 4
shows the I/O throughput of unaligned random write.
Each write triggers a page read from the SSD array, so
synchronous I/O cannot achieve good performance and
is not shown in Figure 4. The dirty page flusher can
improve I/O throughput of asynchronous write by up to
39%.
We measure the I/O throughput of asynchronous I/O
under the uniformly random workloads with different
read/write ratios (Figure 5). The dirty page flusher effec-
tively cleans up dirty pages and writes them back to faster
SSDs when some SSDs are slowed down by garbage col-
lection. When garbage collection ceases, the page cache
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Figure 5: The I/O throughput of SAFS asynchronous
I/O under the uniformly random workloads with differ-
ent read/write ratios. Each read/write is 4KB.
absorbs writes and give reads more opportunity to be
issued to SSDs. The flusher improves I/O throughput
even when read percentage is high. The largest improve-
ment occurs at read percentage of 40%. The read/write
throughput is improved by 62%.
We measure the amount of extra data written back and
the cache hit rate affected by the dirty page flusher un-
der Zipfian random workloads with different read/write
ratios (Table 3). We compare its result with cached I/O
without the dirty page flusher. Although the flusher can
cause extra data written back, the amount of extra write-
back is fairly small. Furthermore, the flushing scheme
slightly increases the cache hit rate because it helps evict
dirty pages that are unlikely to be accessed again.
5 Conclusions
We propose a software solution that tackles unsynchro-
nized garbage collection in an SSD array. We maintain
long I/O queues in the main memory for each SSD and
use a dirty page flusher to pre-clean dirty pages and fill
the long I/O queues. We define a policy of selecting dirty
pages to flush and a policy of discarding stale flush re-
quests to reduce the amount of data flushed to SSDs.
We evaluate the design with uniformly random and
Zipfian random workloads. The design improves the
I/O throughput by up to 28% under write-only work-
loads, and by up to 62% under uniformly random mixed
read/write workloads. We further demonstrate that the
design causes little extra data written back to SSDs and
slightly improves the cache hit rate under Zipfian random
workloads.
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